Make A Lasting Impression

A Culture Of Innovation
Choose hospitality products designed to enhance
the guest experience and reduce operational costs.

Standard Textile is guided by one shared
purpose: to help our customers succeed.
Founded in 1940, we’ve built a culture of
innovation, quality, and service.
A vertically integrated company, we are
the world’s leading provider of end-to-end
solutions for the institutional textile and
apparel markets. With more than 70 patents
to our name, our products are engineered
to deliver durability, longevity, comfort,
and value.
We understand the role our products play in
comforting your guests. We also understand
INTEGRATED BED SCARF

the challenges you face. That’s why we’re
passionate about offering innovative
products and technologies that reduce
operational costs while enhancing the
guest experience.
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Centium Core Technology ®
The secret to textiles for the bed and bath that last longer
and feel better.

Centium Core Technology ® is so innovative,
it’s patented. Unlike anything else on the
market today, Centium Core Technology is
a weaving process available exclusively in
terry and sheeting products manufactured
by Standard Textile.
We weave a ring-spun combed cotton
surface around our multifilament synthetic
TERRY PRODUCTS WITH
CENTIUM CORE TECHNOLOGY ®

core, resulting in the best on-the-body feel
and on-the-books performance.
Centium Core Technology improves
product tensile strength, extends service
life, and enhances performance. You
get unsurpassed durability, superior cost
management, and a luxuriously soft hand
that guests will appreciate.

A - Centium Core Microfilament Polyester
B - 100% Luxurious Cotton
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CENTIUM SATIN ™ MICROCHECK
WITH CENTIUM CORE TECHNOLOGY ®

Room Ready For You ®
Laundered With Tide ®
Take a fresh approach to reducing laundry costs.

Our Room Ready For You® Laundered with
Tide® program delivers sheets and towels that
are clean, fresh, and ready to use right out of
the box. You save time, labor, and the costs of
up-front processing.
Our proven program protects your investment
and helps to preserve the environment.
We launder with P&G ProLine Tide®
detergent, which is free of harsh alkalines
and phosphates.
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LUXURY STRIPE ®

OneSTEP™ For Sheeting
Empower your housekeeping and laundry team with tools to
enhance productivity.

EZ ID ® SHEETING
Distinguish sheet sizes quickly. Our patented
color-coded yarns run down the side selvage
and tuck beautifully away.
BAL ANCED HEMS
Remove the guesswork from determining
top and bottom hems with our bi-directionally
fabricated two-inch top and bottom hems.
CENTER-LOCK L ABELS
Center sheets easily on the bed. Our product
labels are centered in the middle of the sheet’s
EZ ID
SHEETING
®

hem for quick make up.
INNOVATIVE TOP COVERS
Avoid the housekeeping aerobics required with

Housekeeping and laundry professionals

duvets by using an innovative top cover that

are the inspiration behind our OneSTEP™

offers the same look and feel.

program, which provides “One Solution To
Enhance Productivity.” While each solution
offers a unique set of benefits to hoteliers,

ROOM READY FOR YOU ®
L AUNDERED WITH TIDE ®

when combined they offer housekeeping and

Bypass time, labor, and costs of upfront

laundry professionals the tools they need to

processing. Sheeting is delivered clean, fresh,

make their jobs easier to accomplish.

and bed-ready right out of the box.

In one recent study, a guest services team

CENTIUM CORE TECHNOLOGY ®

using the OneSTEP™ program saved an

Extend the service life of your sheeting

average of three minutes in combined

with our patented weaving technology that

laundry processing and bed make up time.

increases strength and enhances comfort.
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OneSTEP™ For Terry
Equip your team with terry solutions that improve productivity.

EZ ID ® TERRY
Easily and quickly identify towel sizes and
weights with our distinct sew-in label color bar.
DIMENSIONALLY STABILIZED
DOBBYS
Maintain the towel’s shape and form with
our dimensionally stabilized dobby borders.
WASH TOWELS
Eliminate “whiskering” with our squarecornered wash towels designed with fast
selvages and/or hems.
EZ ID ® TERRY

Housekeeping and laundry professionals
are the inspiration behind our OneSTEP™
program, which provides “One Solution To

ROOM READY FOR YOU ®
L AUNDERED WITH TIDE ®
Bypass time, labor, and costs of upfront
processing. Terry is delivered clean, fresh,
and bath-ready right out of the box.

Enhance Productivity.” While each solution

CENTIUM CORE TECHNOLOGY ®

offers a unique set of benefits to hoteliers,

Extend the service life of your terry with our

when combined they offer housekeeping

patented weaving technology that increases

and laundry professionals the tools they

strength and enhances comfort.

need to make their jobs easier to accomplish.
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Todd -Avery Lenahan Collection
At last…Luxury that Endures™.

Standard Textile has collaborated with
award-winning designer Todd -Avery Lenahan
to offer a groundbreaking collection of striking
jacquard ensembles for the bed and bath.
The collection combines Standard Textile’s
patented Centium Core Technology® with
Todd -Avery’s unique aesthetic.
Designer collection sheeting and terry by
Todd -Avery Lenahan delivers a luxurious
guest experience, offering the comforts
and beauty of home and the performance
a hotel requires.
BRAQUE TERRY

Twelve stunning design ensembles provide
the ability to customize the look of your hotel,
while maintaining product performance.
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BRAQUE BEDDING

Sheets & Top Covers
Comfort your guests with soft, smooth sheeting products that are
delivered clean, fresh, and ready to use right out of the box.

Designer

Performance

TODD -AVERY LENAHAN COLLECTION

Centima ®

Jacquard ensembles that offer the beauty of

The softer touch is surprisingly durable.

home and the performance a hotel requires.

Luxury

Comfortwill ®
Top performance to match your sense of style.
Available in solid, striped and block-on-block.

vidori ™

Versatility ® Fitted Sheet

This luxurious sheeting has the feel of 100%

Stretch and recovery woven fabric — the choice

cotton, woven with Centium Core Technology ®.

for contour sheeting.

Centium Satin ™

Integrated Bed Scarf

The sheer sensuality of the world’s finest

The all-in-one solution simplifies bed make up

fabric. Available in solid, microcheck and

and reduces operating costs.

tuxedo stripe.
CUMULUS™ TOP COVERS
T-300 ALL Cotton Striped & Solid

Incorporates wash-activated patterning woven

Pure cotton. The tradition continues.

with patented Centium Core Technology ®.

Lifestyle

Microstripe TOP COVERS
Features crease resistant, 100% polyester and

ImagePoint ® Top Covers & Duvets

patented, sturdy Centium Core Technology ®.

Printed décor that creates a unique ambiance.
TruTEXTURE ™ top Covers
The bed scarf is woven right into the top cover,
and incorporates a textural element.

Classic
Single-Pick Percale
Quality single-pick construction manufactured
for a smooth, soft hand.
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TRUTEXTURE ™

Terry Products
Invigorate guests with soft and absorbent towels that are delivered
clean, fresh, and ready to use right out of the box.

Designer

Performance

TODD -AVERY LENAHAN COLLECTION

EuroTouch ®

Jacquard ensembles that offer the beauty of

100% high performance cotton. A classic.

home and the performance a hotel requires.

Luxury

EuroSoft ®
High performance at a lower cost.
Pique Weave

LYNOVA™
The royal touch of the world’s premier
100% low-twist cotton towel.
Luxury Stripe ®

An elegant look in performance terry.
Elevations ®
Performance where it matters most. Available
in two designs: Windows and Abstract.

An artistic expression of five-star quality.
EuroClassique ®
The upscale experience your honored
guests expect.
PIANO KEY
Remarkable durability with all the absorbent
comfort of 100% cotton. Finished with a
popular piano key design for a touch of class.

Classic
Classic Room Ready
Value engineered in a larger, stronger towel.
Classic Dobby
All-cotton comfort at an affordable price.
Classic Cam
Traditional design at a great price.

Lifestyle
Yin Yang™
Sensuously soft or invigoratingly hard?
You choose.
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ELEVATIONS ® WINDOWS

Pool & Spa Terry
Indulge your guests with a wide variety of pool towels and lounge
chair covers engineered for performance.

Performance
ELEVATIONS ® POOL TOWELS
100% ring-spun cotton optimized for maximum
performance. An innovative design focuses
weight near the center of the towel, where
absorbency and loft are most desired.
COLORFILL POOL TOWELS
Enduring softness and colorfastness.
EUROSPA
LOUNGE CHAIR COVER
®

Feature patterned designs in blue, teal,
or yellow.

Luxury

Classic

EUROSPA ®

Classic line pool towels

100% cotton for exceptional softness and

100% ring-spun combed cotton loops with a

strength. Woven with a unique sculpted wave

yarn-dyed blue stripe woven in the center.

design and yarn-dyed colorfast stripes.
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LEFT TO RIGHT:
COLORFILL SEASIDE STRIPE
EUROSPA ®
COLORFILL BLUE WAVE
ELEVATIONS ® CREAMSICLE

Private Collection Robes
Impress your guests with attractive robes designed for durability.

Luxury
Luxury Stripe ®
Sculpted stripe design to coordinate with our
terry towels. Engineered to last.
EuroSpa ®
Contemporary wave design that coordinates
with our spa towels. 100% cotton comfort.

Lifestyle
Geometric Dual Tone
GEOMETRIC DUAL TONE

Robes are beautifully crafted and designed

Modern design with long-lasting color.

Performance

for durability with bar-tacked belts that never

Honeycomb

separate from the robe. Custom embroidery is

An attractive update to the classic “waffle”

available to provide your own branded image to

robe. 100% cotton.

your honored guests.

CUMULUS™
Incorporates wash-activated patterning, woven
with our patented Centium Core Technology ®.

Classic
waffle weave
100% cotton. Lightweight with a waffle
designed shell.
Cotton Terry
Desirable Kimono-style collar. 100% cotton.
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LUXURY STRIPE ®

Blankets & Comforters
Pamper your guests with supreme comfort for a great night’s sleep.

Performance
Snowstorm ® Blankets
Lightweight warmth with unrivaled durability.
Herringbone Performance
Blankets
Balanced performance. Warmth
without weight.
ELEVATIONS ® cOMFORTERS
Engineered to have more fill on the top, where
warmth matters most, and less on
the sides, reducing extra weight.
SNOWSTORM ®

Luxury
Lynova ® Blankets
Unmistakable luxury. The exclusive
“air-pillow” design delights the eye and
invites the touch.
Luxsoft™ Comforters
Oversized and generously filled 100% down
alternative comforter.
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Classic
Innerloft ® Blankets
Warmth and feel of a down-like duvet insert.
100% regenerated fiber for a sustainable
alternative.

LUXSOFT ™ COMFORTER

Mattress Protection & Pillows
Give your guests the support they need and the comfort they expect.

Performance
eurotech mattress pads
Protect your mattress investment with
an absorbent layer that won’t allow
fluid penetration.
Chambersoft ® Pillows
Three-chamber design. Inner chamber of
down alternative fill surrounded by dual
outer chambers of down-like polyester.
ChamberFIRM™ Pillows
We’ve added 20% more fill to the
ChamberSoft pillow design to create
ChamberFirm pillows.
CHAMBERSOFT ® PILLOWS

Chamberloft ® Pillows
Three-chamber design. Inner chamber of
down feathers surrounded by dual outer
chambers of down-like polyester.
soft support Pillows
Provide a sensually soft and ultra firm
option within the same pillow.
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Table Linens
Enhance your table with elegant napkins and tablecloths in a
variety of styles and colors.

Luxury
LYNOVA ®
Fine dining is perfectly complemented by the
luxurious hand and timeless sophistication
of Lynova 100% cotton napery. Woven in
a distinctive pique pattern or in the classic
elegance of a satin band design.

Performance
AVIL A ®
AVILA ®

Avila provides an extraordinary combination
of practical advantages—softness and

A timeless selection of napkins, tablecloths,

absorbency, superior stain release,

buffet covers, conference cloths and other

colorfastness and durability.

restaurant linen is available to indulge
your guests.

Classic
SATIN BAND
Satin Band napery combines classic
styling with the convenience and easy
care characteristics of Standard Textile’s
55% cotton / 45% polyester blend fabric.
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LYNOVA ® PIQUE WEAVE

Decorative Products
Distinguish your property with elegant and functional finishing touches.

DRAPERY
Customize the look of your guest rooms,
public areas, and restaurants with our wide
array of drapery and sheer offerings.
TOP TREATMENTS
The perfect complement to any of our soft
and hard window fashions, top treatments are
available in a variety of coordinating patterns
IMAGEPOINT ®

and modern styles.
SOL AR SHADES

ImagePoint ® Top Covers
and Duvets
Create your own unique ambiance. Unlimited
color selection. Boundless design possibilities.
Designs are digital and always available.
CUSTOMIZED BED COVERS
Select from a dynamic and modern collection
of patterns, colors, quilting styles and sizes,
or work with one of Standard Textile’s skilled
national textile consultants to develop a fully
customized bed cover.
BED SCARVES & DECORATIVE
PILLOWS
Fully customized bed scarves and decorative
pillows add unique flair and flavor to your
guest rooms.
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We are a global leader in the provision and
installation of solar shades — a highly durable
yet transparent window treatment that affords
your guests the luxury of outdoor views while
still maintaining privacy.
UPHOLSTERY
Choose from a dynamic and industry-leading
selection of innovative upholstery fabrics,
including Ultraleather®, Vinyls, Crypton® Green
and Crypton® In & Out.
CIRCA™ MODUL AR BEDDING SYSTEM
Circa™ features two upholstered side panels, a
foot panel, and two corner inserts that attach
easily to existing bed frames to provide the
illusion of a platform.

Your Sustainable Partner
For the past 75 years, we’ve been perfecting our products and
refining our processes with an eye toward protecting the earth.

Environmental issues are increasingly shaping
the context of our business. The cost,
availability, utilization and management of
energy and water, and the use of chemistry in
manufacturing and processing of our products,
all have implications for operations throughout
the value chain—from the cotton farmer
through the end user.
To extend and improve the environmental
stewardship of our industry, we’ve developed
a culture of sustainability within our company,
embedding sustainability principles in supply
chain programs, product development, new
technologies and innovation. We’re also
committed to helping customers reduce their
energy, chemical and water consumption.
We strongly believe in innovation as an
enabler of effective solutions to sustainability
challenges. For us, innovation is the key to
continue moving in the right direction.
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Environmental Innovation
Proven solutions to environmental challenges.

INNOVATION

Water Consumption & Treatment

Intelligent fiber design, selection, and usage

We recycle more than 70 percent of the water

is the foundation for product durability and

used in our finishing plants. Additionally,

source minimization. Increased strength

our proprietary terry manufacturing process

highly correlates to longer product life, which

reduces water usage compared to traditional

implies less energy, reduced transportation

methods.

and distribution costs, and decreased
landfill utilization.

Input & Byproduct Recycling
Waste fiber and fabric from selvage trimming,

Energy Generation & Utilization

fabrication, and other manufacturing processes

To support our customers’ global needs,

are recycled. Yarn cones are returned and

Standard Textile has manufacturing locations

reused by spinning operations.

throughout the world. Our manufacturing
operations in Augusta, Georgia are powered
by self-generated hydroelectric energy.
Because we generate more power than
what we require at our plant, we are able to
provide this power back to the community.
The facility received the Energy Champion
Plant Award by the U.S. Department
of Energy for achieving more than 15%
total energy savings. Standard Textile
also received OEKO-TEX® Certification,
which tests for harmful substances in
manufacturing.
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Packaging Minimization
& Recycling
Over 40% of our shipping corrugate is
comprised of recycled fiber. Packaging design
minimizes corrugate used in shipping. We use
a single poly bag per carton to cut down on
plastic waste.

Innovation At Our Core
Simply put, we believe innovation is the key to achieving high
guest satisfaction while reducing overall operational costs.

The C.O.R.E.
Standard Textile is the only company in the
U.S. with an in-house facility dedicated
exclusively to creating high-performance
textiles for the hospitality market. The
C.O.R.E. (Concept. Operations. Results.
Execution.) is a world-class facility that
THE C.O.R.E.

The Global Institute for
Innovation & Leadership

enables our engineers to create new
concepts and technologies at an unparalleled
pace. It includes four distinct areas:
Advanced Concept Development Center,

The Global Institute for Innovation &

Textile Processing & Operations Center,

Leadership is a dedicated collaboration center

Performance Measurement & Validation

designed to drive exploration, discovery, and

Laboratory, and Prototype Production Center.

creative solutions at Standard Textile’s world
headquarters in Cincinnati, Ohio. A key goal
of the Institute is to dramatically improve
outcomes for our customers.
We invite our customers and associates to
utilize the Institute to explore solutions and
to collaborate in new ways.
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Dedicated innovation teams partner with
customers to help design our industry’s
most value-engineered products. In all, our
commitment to innovation has resulted in
more than 70 U.S. and international patents.

THE C.O.R.E.

COMMITMENT
TO INNOVATION
EXPERTS IN OUR FIELD

Standard Textile provides customers with
engineered textiles designed to enhance the
guest experience while reducing operational
costs.
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
For more than 70 years, Standard Textile has
developed a vertically integrated global manufacturing
infrastructure, cutting-edge products (in excess of 60
patents), a commitment to environmental leadership,
and a culture of service and quality. The cornerstone
of this achievement is the company’s long-standing
reputation for integrity, creativity and expertise in
textile technology development, as well as associates
motivated to provide solutions to customers’ needs.

Standard Textile’s customers benefit from a
consistent supply of exceptional products and
access to the ingenuity, passion, and commitment
of a global network of industry experts. Through
innovative thinking and long-term planning, the
success of Standard Textile is a product of its
partnership with customers— providing the
industry with uncommon ideas and commonsense solutions.

PRE-LAUNDERED
PRODUCTS

CENTIUM CORE
TECHNOLOGY
®

SAVE TIME. SAVE ENERGY. SAVE COSTS.

ENHANCE YOUR GUESTS’ EXPERIENCE.

Standard Textile’s innovative Room Ready For

Centium Core Technology® is a patented

You® Laundered with Tide® program allows

weaving technology available exclusively in

you to take sheeting and terry straight out

terry and sheeting products manufactured

of the box, directly into your guest rooms.

by Standard Textile.

These products are clean, fresh and ready
for immediate use.
IMMEDIATE COST SAVINGS

END-TO-END SAVINGS
Utilizing proprietary Optimized Polymer Performance
Enhancement engineering, Centium Core Technology ®
enhances product strength and dramatically extends

This proven program protects your investment while
protecting the environment, thanks to a pre-laundering
process that requires less energy and uses P&G Pro Line
Tide ®, which is free of phosphates and harsh alkalines.

COST SAVINGS PER DOZEN
King Size Sheets - $12.81
Queen Size Sheets - $10.92
Full/Twin Size Sheets - $10.01
Pillowcases - $1.82
Bath Towels - $5.25
Hand Towels - $1.40
Washcloths - $0.53
Bath Mats - $2.45

*Based on laundering cost of $0.35 per lb.

service life, while also creating a more luxurious feel.
The result is quality products that enhance your guests’
experience while reducing your overall operational
costs.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Dramatically Extended Service Life
Enhanced Pile Performance
Unprecedented Strength
Luxurious Hand
Patented Centium Core Technology®

SHEETING & TOP
COVERS
INTEGRATED BED SCARF
Woven multicolor yarns create a warm and contemporary
bed scarf design. This beautiful and practical presentation
can be coordinated with a wide variety of design schemes.

CENTIUM SATIN
A premium, proprietary microemulsion finish ensures
this sheeting retains a sensuously soft feel.

COMFORTWILL®
Luxurious cotton with texturized microfilament
synthetic yarns provide both cotton-rich comfort
and unsurpassed strength.

CENTIMA®
Durable sheets and pillowcases that provide comfort
without compromise.

Comfortwill ®

SINGLE PICK PERCALE
Exceptionally smooth and crease-resistant 200
thread count sheets and pillowcases are air-jet
woven in a single-pick construction, ensuring
comfort as well as durability.

Standard Textile’s sheeting and top covers.
Engineered for comfort and durability.
Delivered soft and luxurious.

DECORATIVE TOP COVERS
Decorative sheets, utilizing proprietary construction for
the top of the bed, ensure wrinkle-free performance and
durability.

Integrated Bed Scarf

Room Ready For You® terry and sheeting saves
the time, labor, and energy costs associated with
the initial processing cycle.

Centium Core Technology ® is an unprecedented
combination of luxury, enhanced strength, and
dramatically extended service life.
EZ ID Color-Coded Terry

Standard Textile provides housekeepers &

OneSTEP Sheeting

laundry professionals with innovative tools that

EZ ID SHEETING

shorten processing & bed make-up times.

EZ ID is Standard Textile’s patented technology that easily

OneSTEP Terry
EZ ID COLOR CODED TERRY

Fu l l

identifies sheet sizes by the color of the selvage yarns. .

Terry weight sizes can be determined by the color
of the label.

BALANCED HEMS

DIMENSIONALLY STABILIZED DOBBYS

Bi-directional fabrication provides equally defined
2 inch top and bottom hems.

Q ue

en

CENTER LOCK LABELS

shape and form you expect from a towel.

BRAIDED SELVAGE

Standard Textile takes the guesswork out of finding the

Standard Textile’s oneSTEP terry is constructed with

center of the sheet by centering the product labels in the
hem of every sheeting product.

Dimensionally stabilized dobby borders maintain the

a proprietary, high-density, multi-layer fast selvage.
K ing

INNOVATIVE TOP COVERS

WASH TOWELS
Woven just as it they were miniature towels, these

Provide the look and feel of a duvet cover without the

square-cornered wash towels are designed to eliminate

housekeeping aerobics required to insert the duvet into

“whiskering.”

the cover
EZ ID Sheeting

TERRY
PRODUCTS
LYNOVA™
Made with 100% long-staple cotton, Lynova terry offers
luxurious softness and exceptional absorbency.

LUXURY STRIPE®
Pamper your guests with the unsurpassed luxury of
terry products made with long-staple, ring-spun, combed
cotton pile yarns, and accented by Standard Textile’s
sculpted stripe design.

EUROCLASSIQUE™
Treat your guests to long-staple, ring-spun combed cotton pile yarns with an elegant dobby border .

EUROTOUCH®
Our EuroTouch® terry is made with 100% long-staple,
ring-spun combed cotton yarns and an elegantly woven
dobby border.
Pool Towels

EUROSOFT®
Provide your guests with the soft luxury of terry products
made with 100% long-staple, ring-spun cotton pile yarns,
combined with a blended polyester core for additional
strength.

Designed and manufactured for luxury
and performance. Delivered ready to
use right out of the box!

EUROSPA® & LUXURY POOL TOWELS
The ultimate pool towels, EuroSpa® and colorfill pool
towels are woven with 100% ring-spun cotton, a uniquely
sculpted wave design and yarn-dyed colorfast stripes.
As an added benefit, all terry products
are delivered to your property

Luxury Stripe

PRIVATE COLLECTION
ROBES
LUXURY STRIPE® ROBE
Pamper your guests with premium terry robes woven
from long-staple, ring-spun combed cotton pile yarns.
Accented by the same stylish sculpted stripe design in
Standard Textile’s Luxury Stripe towels.

EUROSPA® ROBE
Wrap your guests in comfort and coordinate your look
with these 100% cotton robes, woven with a unique
sculpted ocean wave design.

GEOMETRIC DUAL TONE ROBE
Warp-knit with 100% polyester high-pile fabric, these
incredibly soft and durable robes feature a distinct
geometric pattern that is sure to impress your guests.

HONEYCOMB ROBE
An attractive update to the classic “waffle” robe, this
Honeycomb

contemporary Honeycomb robe has a 100% cotton knit
outer shell and a luxuriously soft terry inner liner.
Available in white.

BAMBOO / COTTON TERRY ROBE
Constructed with a 70% bamboo / 30% cotton blend, these

Standard Textile’s private collection of

exceedingly comfortable robes are woven with hemmed

robes provide cost-effective options for

sleeves and a shawl collar.

enhancing the guest experience.

COTTON TERRY ROBE
Treat your guests to the comfort of 100% ring-spun cotton
robes, highlighted by a modern Kimono-style collar.

BLANKETS
& THROWS

Crafted to provide exceptional comfort
and durability.

LYNOVA® BLANKETS
Truly unlike any other woven blanket, the patented tufted
pile construction provides a perfectly balanced blend
of function and fashion. The unmistakable comfort and
breathability of natural fiber is artistically accented by
Standard Textile’s exclusive “air pillow” weave.

SNOWSTORM ® BLANKETS
The unmistakable softness of superbly crafted fleece,
combined with unparalleled durability and cost-effective
performance. Reliably colorfast and fabricated to last
with bi-directional equal one inch double-needle hems.

HERRINGBONE PERFORMANCE BLANKETS
A 50/50 blend of cotton and polyester as well as an
advanced closed-cell design, Herringbone Performance
Blankets help to reduce snagging while providing
excellent heat retention, durability and quick drying.

Snowstorm

COMFORTERS
& PILLOWS

Designed for sweet dreams.
LUXSOFT™ COMFORTERS
This oversized and generously filled 100% down
alternative comforter will provide your guests with
the ultimate in warmth and comfort needed for a
cozy night’s sleep. Ideal as a duvet insert or used in
conjunction with triple sheeting as a heavy weight
comforter.

INNERLOFT® BLANKETS
Whether used with a triple sheet bed make-up,
a ComforTwill® Duvet Cover, or any of Standard
Textile’s decorative top covers, Innerloft™ Blankets
are comfortable, lightweight, and easily washed.
Filled with 100% down alternative and fabricated
with box-quilt stitching.

CHAMBERSOFT® PILLOWS
Uniquely designed with two different types of down
alternative fill. The spring-like garnetted polyester fill
of the inner chamber provides support; dual outer
encapsulation chambers surround this inner chamber
with gel fiber for comfort.

CHAMBERLOFT® PILLOWS
Features a 3-chamber design consisting of two outer
chambers filled with “down-like” hypoallergenic slick
polyester, and an inner chamber filled with sterilized
feathers for lasting comfort.

LUXURIOUS
TABLE LINENS

Whether the setting is festive or formal,
casually chic or five-star fabulous, the table
linens of choice are from Standard Textile.
LYNOVA®
Fine dining is perfectly complemented by the luxurious
hand and timeless sophistication of Lynova 100% cotton
napery. Woven with the finest quality ring-spun combed
cotton yarns in a distinctive pique pattern or in the classic
elegance of a Satin Band design.
Lynova

SATIN BAND
Satin Band napery combines classic styling with the
convenience and easy care characteristics of Standard
Textile’s 55% cotton / 45% polyester blend fabric.

AVILA®
Avila provides an extraordinary combination of
practical advantages—softness and absorbency,
superior stain release, colorfastness, and durability.

ACCESSORIES
From table skirting, to cocktail napkins and table
padding, to tray covers, Standard Textile has you
covered with exceptional quality and service.

DECORATIVE
PRODUCTS

Top of the bed.
Fully customized to meet your needs.

IMAGEPOINT
Utilizes the latest advances in digital sublimation print
technology to create a permanent image. There are no
limits to your imagination. Designs are stored as digital
files, eliminating discontinued prints, long lead times,
and re-order issues.

CUSTOMIZED BED COVERS
Imagepoint

Decorative window treatments.

Select from a dynamic and modern collection of patterns,
colors, quilting styles, and sizes, or work with one of
Standard Textile’s skilled national sales consultants to
develop a fully customized bed cover that meets your

DRAPERY

SOLAR SHADES

specific requirements.

Customize the look of your guest rooms, public areas,

Standard Textile is a global leader in the provision

and restaurants with Standard Textile’s wide array of

BED SCARVES & DECORATIVE PILLOWS

and installation of solar shades— a highly durable

drapery and sheer offerings. You are invited to work

yet transparent window treatment that affords

Offering fully customized bed scarves and decorative

with one of Standard Textile’s consultants to find the

your guests the luxury of outdoor views, while

pillows to add unique flair and flavor to your guest room

size, style, and specifications you desire.

still maintaining privacy.

setting.

TOP TREATMENTS
The perfect compliment to any of Standard Textile’s soft
and hard window fashions, top treatments are available
in a variety of coordinating patterns and modern styles.

UPHOLSTERY
SOLUTIONS
Standard Textile’s is the hospitality industry’s
premier source for innovative and dynamic
upholstery offerings.

CRYPTON® UPHOLSTERY
Crypton

As the first company to offer Crypton—the only
performance textile to provide complete stain,
moisture, and bacteria resistance—Standard
Textile has a proud tradition of innovation in
upholstery. This tradition continues today, with

CRYPTON® IN & OUT

ULTRALEATHER®

VINYLS

Standard Textile is proud to

Providing the genuine look and feel of

Choose from a wide range of exciting

introduce Crypton In & Out, the first

leather at a significantly lower cost,

and easy to clean vinyl designs and

outdoor-appropriate Crypton fabric

this highly durable line of Ultraleather

patterns.

with a two year UV warranty. Choose

upholstery requires less maintenance

from a dynamic and industry leading

than traditional leather, while also

selection of modern patterns and

offering superior color fastness and

colors.

stain resistance.

the availability of a diverse collection of Crypton
patterns, colorways, and technologies.

CRYPTON® GREEN
Made from 100% recycled polyester, Standard
Textile’s innovative Crypton Green fabric is the
most environmentally intelligent performance
upholstery available to the market. An enhanced
manufacturing process delivers an upholstery
fabric that is significantly more environmentally
friendly than traditional Crypton, with all the same
rigorous performance and barrier characteristics.

Ultraleather

